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S
hading and natural or mechanical 
ventilation will cool your greenhouse 
to an extent, but you will likely need 
to add an additional cooling source 
during the peak hours of summer. 

Two popular options for additional greenhouse 
cooling are a combination pad-and-fan system 
or high-pressure fogging system. Both options 
use the method of evaporative cooling, which 
uses the heat in the air to remove and absorb 
water. Evaporative cooling causes that chill you 
feel when you get out of a swimming pool. With 
a properly designed system, the air inside your 
greenhouse can be up to 20 degrees cooler than 
the air outside.

Pad-and-Fan Combination System
With a combination system of evaporative 

cooling pads and exhaust fans, the pads are 
installed along the side or back wall of your 

house with exhaust fans located on the opposite 
wall. A sump pump is used to pump water to 
the top of the pad through a supply pipe. Water 
is then forced through small holes along the 
length of the supply pipe and deflected off the 
top cover where it flows down and through the 
pad. While the water is flowing through the pad, 
air is pulled or exhausted through the wet pad 
with a series of large exhaust fans or shutters on 
the opposite side of the building. Any water that 
is not evaporated is collected in the holding tank 
underneath the pad and recycled back through 
the system, back up to the top of the pads. A self-
contained system uses the return trough as the 
holding tank. An external system uses a separate, 
often open tank, similar to what you would use 
to water a horse. An automatic float valve located 
in the tank matches the water supply with your 
cooling demands.

It is important to install a filter with your 
pad-cooling system to remove impurities in the 
water. Calcium, lime and other trace minerals do 
not evaporate with the water and get left behind. 
These deposits will build up and can eventually 
clog the pad. If a pad area is partially or totally 
clogged, the air flow through the pad is decreased 
and reduces your cooling ability. Environmental 
controls and thermostats used along with the 
system allow the operator to monitor and adjust 
the fan cycles for optimum growing conditions.

Variations in Pad Materials
Although there are variations in pad mate-

rial, the most common and widely accepted type 
of pad in the greenhouse market is constructed 
of corrugated cellulose. The layers of cellulose 
material are glued together in a way that allows 
air to pass through the layers when it is pulled 
through by the exhaust fans or shutters.

Typical greenhouse cooling pads are 4 or 6 
inches thick and can come with a variety of dif-
ferent angled flutes, or air channels. The recom-
mended pad thickness and flute angle for your 
system will depend upon your application and 
geographical area. It is best to consult with your 
local manufacturer or horticultural supplier for 
the proper recommendation. 

Pads are also offered in untreated and treated 
(coated) variations. Treated pads, the most 
common, have added stiffening agents and 
are more resistant to algae and microorganism 
growth. While treated pads usually cost more 
up front, they are much more durable during 
cleaning and have an increased life expectancy 
over untreated pads. This self-contained evaporative-pad cooling system from J&D Mfg. 

includes the holding tank, sump pump and fi lter all in one complete system.

Evaporative Cooling Options

By Tonya Lofgren

During the most intense summer heats, shading and everyday ventilation may not be enough. 

Consider designing an evaporative cooling system to take things to the next level.
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Pad Maintenance
Because some of the water that 

recirculates through the cooling 
system evaporates each time it 
flows through the pad, the salt 
and mineral concentration of the 
water increases over time. The 
entire system must be cleaned and 
maintained on a regular basis for 
maximum efficiency. Here are a 
few suggested guidelines from J&D 
Manufacturing for maintaining 
your evaporative pad cooling 
system. With proper maintenance, 
your treated cooling pads should 
have a lifetime of seven to 10 years. 

Maintain a pH level between 6 • 
 and 8 to preserve the structural 
 integrity of the pad. 

Remove and gently brush • 
 pads with a soft-bristled brush, 
 then flush the system to remove 
 debris. During operating 
 season, clean and flush every 
 four to six weeks.

When the pad system is oper-• 
 ating periodically, check for
 any dry spots that may appear.
 If you see any spots, check for 
 clogged holes in the supply
 pipe that are  preventing water 
 from being released.

When using a pad-and-fan • 
 combination system, run the
 fans for a few minutes after shut-
 ting off the pad system to pull 
 all remaining water through 
 the pads. This will allow the 
 pads to dry fully and prevent 
 algae growth.

Completely dry the cooling • 
 pads once every 24 hours.

Maintain a water bleed-off rate• 
  of 3 to 5 percent per day.

Ensure the sump tank is fully• 
 enclosed to prevent debris
 collection. Clean the sump
 tank biweekly.

Clean water filters on a weekly• 
 basis.

Algaecides and mineral pre-• 
 vention aids may be used with
 the pad cooling system.

High-Pressure Fogging 
High-pressure fogging is 

another method of evaporative 
cooling that is effective at con-
trolling the temperature in your 

• Early to flower

• Wide range of exceptional colors

• Responsive to growth regulators

• Large flower and vigorous growth

• Blooms all year-round in moderate climate

• Suitable for growing in partial shade or full sunlight

• Looks outstanding in hanging baskets and cointainers

MOON SERIES™
Torenia

Torenia Yellow Moon

Torenia Purple Moon Torenia Rosy Cheek Moon

Danziger’s extensive bedding plant 
collection is available from licensed 
propagators throughout 
North America. 
Call your broker for details.

Danziger - “Dan” Flower Farm Moshav Mishmar Hashiva 50297. P.O.Box 24 Beit-Dagan, Israel
Tel: 972-3-9602525, Fax: 972-3-9605896, E-mail: danziger@danziger.co.il www.danziger.co.il
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High-pressure fogging is another method of evaporative 

cooling that is effective at controlling the temperature 

in your greenhouse. 
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greenhouse. One weakness of a pad cooling 
system is the location of pads relative to the 
exhaust fans or shutters. The air is coolest as it 
is coming through the pad, and may increase 
slightly in temperature as it is drawn through 
the length of your greenhouse towards the fans. 
With high-pressure fogging, a nozzle can be 
installed for every 50 to 100 square feet of the 
growing area to create a more uniform temper-
ature throughout your house. A high-pressure 
fog system is quieter to run, uses less water than 
a pad cooling system and is often less expensive 
to install. It often requires no structural modi-
fications to get a high-pressure fog system up 
and running.

Because the nozzles are so small, it is essen-
tial to install a proper filtration system and 
high-pressure pump with your fog system to 
prevent premature clogging of the nozzles.

Designing Your System
You should always consult a trusted man-

ufacturer with qualified engineers when 
researching and designing a system. They can 
help you choose the most effective method for 
your greenhouse. A good designer or manu-
facturer will begin by asking you about the 
location and size of your house, direction of 
summer winds, and location and arrangement 
of existing fans. It is important to note that 
when cooling systems are performing below 
expectations, increasing the number of fans or 
the number of nozzles in your greenhouse may 
not necessarily increase its cooling potential. 
To maximize your production and stretch your 
dollar, you should address all issues in the ini-
tial design process. GPN

Tonya Lofgren is marketing specialist for J&D 
Manufacturing. She can be reached at tonyal@
jdmfg.com or (715) 834-1439.
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MiniFamous™

C r e a t i n g  t h e  f u t u r e ™

offering you

800.955.5644 
www.firstclassplants.com 
Free retailer listing at www.minifamousclub.com

Selecta’s meticulous  

breeding work has resulted  

in superior genetics in a  

wide range of colors and  

forms including the only  

double flowering  

Calibrachoa.  Over the  

past years MiniFamous™  

has evolved into America’s  

#1 Calibrachoa line. 

Simply the Best
     MiniFamous™ 
Double Lemon

MiniFamous 
Double

MiniFamous 
Club

POPForumAvailability Support

Write in 732
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503-678-2700
(outside OR) 800-347-2701

Fax 503-678-2789
www.ovg.com # ivans@ovg.com

20357  Hwy 99E # Aurora, OR 97002

Knitted Shade Cloth
30%, 40% or 50% ... $0.09 sq ft*
60% ......................... $0.12 sq ft*
70% ......................... $0.16 sq ft*

*2 cents per sq ft additional 
on pieces less than 20’ in length

30 x 96 Semi Gable 6’ OC
built-in  6’ side wall
Bows 1 7/8” 13 ga.

$2739.00
48 x 100 6mil 4yr poly ... $363.00

24 pcs wire lock ... $286.80

20’ wide Quonset
Bows 1 5/8 .072 ga. or .085 ga.

Prices good thru 7/30/09

Call today 
for our 
current

catalog and 
pricing Covering Nurseries Throughout The West

GREENHOUSES, INC

Celebrating over 20 years 

Exhaust Fans
24”  6,000 cfm ............................ $325.00
36” 10,400 cfm ............................ $612.00
48” 21,150 cfm ........................... $856.00
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
24” Shutters & Motors ............. $118.50
36” HD Motorized Shutters ..... $373.00
42” HD Motorized Shutters ...... $412.00
48” HD Motorized Shutters ...... $465.50

 LearnMore
For more information related to this article, 
go to www.gpnmag.com/lm.cfm/gp070906 

Treated or coated pads have a longer life expectancy and hold 
up to cleaning better than untreated versions.
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